Semi-Automatic Delineation of the Spino-Laminar Junction Curve on Lateral X-ray Radiographs of the Cervical Spine
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ABSTRACT
Assessment of the cervical spine using x-ray radiography is an important task when providing emergency room care to trauma patients suspected of a cervical spine injury. In routine clinical practice, a physician will inspect the alignment of the cervical spine vertebrae by mentally tracing three alignment curves along the anterior and posterior sides of the cervical vertebral bodies, as well as one along the spinolaminar junction. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to semi-automatically delineate the spinolaminar junction curve, given a single reference point and the corners of each vertebral body. From the reference point, our method extracts a region of interest, and performs template matching using normalized cross-correlation to find matching regions along the spinolaminar junction. Matching points are then fit to a third order spline, producing an interpolating curve. Experimental results demonstrate promising results, on average producing a modified Hausdorff distance of 1.8 mm, validated on a dataset consisting of 29 patients including those with degenerative change, retrolisthesis, and fracture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cervical spine injuries (CSIs) occur in approximately 4.3\% of all trauma patients.\textsuperscript{1} These injuries typically result from high energy impact, involving automobile accidents (44\%), falls (22\%), dives into shallow water (15\%) and other causes.\textsuperscript{2} CSI can also occur with more minor injuries in elderly patients and in those with pre-existing bone abnormalities.

Evaluation of cervical spine radiographs is often a pressing diagnostic challenge for emergency physicians, as up to 20\% of CSI patients suffer extension of their injuries due to delayed or missed diagnosis,\textsuperscript{3} which can have severe consequences to the patient. Often three radiographs are taken from lateral, odontoid, and anteroposterior views.\textsuperscript{4} The lateral image provides a side view, ideally of all seven cervical vertebrae (labeled C1 to C7), and is considered to be the most diagnostic view for assessing the alignment of the cervical spine vertebrae; an example lateral radiograph of the cervical spine is shown in Figure 1(a). The emergency physician examines the alignment of the cervical spine by mentally tracing curves along the spine, along the anterior vertebral body, posterior vertebral body, and spinolaminar junction, the latter of which follows the interior edge of the spinous processes. These three curves have been visualized in Figure 1(c), as purple, red, and blue curves, respectively.

In this paper, we present a semi-automatic approach to delineate the spinolaminar junction. The input to the algorithm is a set of vertebral body corners, and a user-supplied click point on the spinolaminar junction. An example is shown in Figure 1(b), where the click point is rendered as a blue circle, and the vertebral body corners are rendered as yellow “x”s, which can be obtained from a vertebral body segmentation algorithm, or provided manually. Vertebral body segmentation is not discussed in detail in this paper as it has been addressed in previous literature.\textsuperscript{5,6} For each vertebra, we extract a 2D region of interest and perform template matching using normalized cross-correlation to find a matching point on the spinolaminar junction. The detected spinolaminar...
junction points are fit to a third order spline, which is overlaid on the image to provide support to the physician reading the image. Experimental results demonstrate promising performance of the proposed method, with a good agreement of the detected curves with those produced manually by an expert radiographer.

1.1 Related work

Given the clinical important of spinal imaging, there has been considerable work on computational methods to analyze images of the spine. A fundamental problem is segmentation of the vertebrae, and research has been conducted in segmentation of cervical spine radiographs, typically using active shape models. Other work investigates spinal segmentation using related modalities like computed tomography and digitally reconstructed radiographs.

Given a segmentation, automated radiographic assessment of vertebral morphometry detects abnormalities from the extracted vertebral shapes, and can detect injuries such as biconcave, wedge, and crush fractures. The type and severity of a fracture can be classified using the Genant semi-quantitative criteria. While there is some interest in the literature in computer-aided detection (CAD) of fractures on cervical spine radiographs, there is limited research on this topic, possibly due to the lack of available data. Many researchers working in the field use the NHANES II dataset, however, this dataset may be inappropriate for developing image analysis approaches for cervical spine injuries, as the data was not collected from emergency room patients.

Closest to the proposed work is Larhman et al., who describe method to segment the cervical spine vertebrae and detect alignment curves using a mean vertebral shape, generalized Hough transform, and k-means clustering approach. From the detected vertebrae, the three alignment curves, including the spinolaminar junction curve, are computing using quadratic splines. While demonstrates the possibility of alignment curve computation, the paper provides no quantitative results on the accuracy of the detected curves. Furthermore, the approach taken in only provides segmentations and alignment curves between the C3 and C7 vertebrae, as the C1 and C2 vertebrae are unmodelled. In contrast, our approach computes the spinolaminar junction curve over the entire length of the cervical spine. In addition, this paper provides quantitative results in terms of Hausdorff distance,
Figure 2. Steps of the algorithm. Given a set of corner points (a, yellow points) and a reference point on the spinolaminar junction (b, cyan point), we define a ROI (c, red box) around the click point and extract a template (d, blue box). For each vertebra, we extract a ROI by finding a center point (e, red points) and compute a box aligned to the vertebral body (f, red boxes). We run the template matching algorithm within each ROI to find a best match (g, blue points). We then fit a cubic spline to the detected points (h, green curve).

demonstrating the numerical accuracy of the detected curves relative to to delineations provided by an expert radiographer.

2. METHODOLOGY

The steps of the approach are outlined in Figure 2 and described in more detail below.

2.1 Region of interest and template extraction

First, a 2D Gaussian filter (zero mean, with variance $\sigma = 0.5$ pixels) is applied to the image to reduce noise. Next, the user supplies a point on the spinolaminar junction, as shown in Figure 2(b). Around the click point, we extract a region of interest (ROI) with the same orientation of the corresponding vertebrae, shown in Figure 2(c). This orientation is based on the vertebral body shape, and is given by the direction $d$, which in most cases is the normalized mean of two normalized direction vectors, $\hat{d}_1$, formed from the line connecting the top and bottom posterior corners, and $\hat{d}_2$, formed from the line connecting the bottom posterior corner of the vertebral body above and the top posterior corner of the vertebra beneath. If the vertebra has either no vertebra above and below, then just $\hat{d}_1$ is used. A rotation matrix is formed so that the extracted ROI will be axis-aligned. The width and the height of the ROI are set automatically based on the vertebral body size, as $[a_i w_i, b_i h_i]$, where
$w_i, h_i$ is the width and height respectively, of the $i$th vertebral body, and $a_i$ and $b_i$ are scaling terms. We set $[a_i, b_i] = [2, 1]$ for the C1 and C2 vertebrae and $[5/4, 3/4]$ for the remaining vertebrae. We also compute the distance $L$, between the user click point and the center of its corresponding vertebral body.

The template is extracted around the click point, by extracting the central region (1/4 of the width and height) of the ROI containing the click point. An example template appears in Figure 2(d). For the remaining vertebrae, we extract a ROI using a similar approach as described above. The ROI is positioned so that its center is a distance $L$ from the center of its corresponding vertebral body; examples are shown in Figure 2(f).

### 2.2 Template matching and curve fitting

Next, our method performs template matching of the template in each ROI, using two-dimensional normalized cross-correlation (NCC) to find a best-matching point for each vertebra. Given a $N \times M$ template $T$, a ROI $R_i$ that overlaps with the template as $R_{xy}$, the normalized cross-correlation computed at a point $(x, y)$ is given by

$$
\text{NCC}(x, y) = \frac{1}{NM} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \frac{(R_{xy}(i, j) - \overline{R_{xy}})(T(i, j) - \overline{T})}{\sigma_{R_{xy}} \sigma_T},
$$

with

$$
\overline{g} = \frac{1}{NM} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} g(i, j), \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_g = \sqrt{\frac{1}{NM} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} (g(i, j) - \overline{g})^2}
$$

where $g$ is a generic variable representing either $T$ or $R_{xy}$ in Equation 1. The point $(x, y)$ with the highest NCC is selected as the matching point for the ROI. Using least squares, we fit the detected points to a third-order spline. As our spinolaminar junction curve goes from the C1 to C7 vertebrae, a third-order spline is preferred, unlike, which employs a second-order spline between the C3 and C7 vertebrae. The third-order spline has sufficient flexibility to model the patient geometry, and its choice is motivated by the literature.

### 3. RESULTS

Our dataset consists of 29 patients (17 female, 12 male), with ages ranging between 30 and 94 (mean = 58.5, std dev = 18.3). Our dataset includes two patients with fractures, three with retrolisthesis, and 12 with degenerative change. For each patient, an expert radiographer manually traced points on the spinolaminar junction and a third order spline was fit, establishing the ground truth for the spinolaminar junction curve.

We applied the proposed technique to the 29 patient images, and Figure 3 shows results for eight patients, and is a representative result of the data set. In each image, given the click point (rendered as a cyan circle), the algorithm produces the green curve. The cyan curve is a rendering of the ground truth. Generally the algorithm produces results that are in good correspondence with the ground truth curve, and results (a) through (e) show a close match. Results in (f) and (g) show that sometimes the spinolaminar junction point for the C1 vertebra is misdetected, and the resulting curve veers from the ground truth. The result in (h) shows the worst result, where the NCC fails to detect points on the spinolaminar junction.

We performed a quantitative analysis comparing ground truth curve to the one estimated by our proposed method. For this, we compute the modified Hausdorff distance (MHD), which measures the average maximum distance between the closest points on the two curves for their common region of overlap. The results are presented in Table 1. The algorithm produced a mean MHD of 1.8 mm, indicating a good overall performance. MHD results are provided in the caption for the eight results in Figure 3. Also in the caption are cues as to whether the patient had degenerative change (DG) and/or retrolisthesis (RL).

For comparison, we ran a variant of the approach that uses the sum of squared differences (SSD) instead of the NCC. These results are also presented in Table 1, and indicate the NCC is superior, which is explained by the intra-patient variability in the appearance of the spinolaminar junction, which the NCC handles better. We also performed a sensitivity analysis, to see how dependent the results are on the user click point. We displaced the click point along a random 2D direction by a radius of $r = [0, 0.7, 1.4, 2.1, 2.9]$ mm. The average MHD was found to be quite stable as $\text{MHD} = [1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.2, 2.3]$ mm respectively.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

While further experimentation is ongoing, the results presented in this paper demonstrate the promise of this method to delineate the spinolaminar junction in lateral x-ray images. A mean MHD of 1.8 mm provides good performance. Given the method’s simplicity, it completes in only a few seconds after the user supplies the click point, using unoptimized Matlab code.

Despite the method’s successes, there is room for improvement. Particularly sometimes the NCC returns erroneous results due to false matches. This could be addressed in a variety of ways, including more sophisticated voting strategies, for example Hough Forest,\(^1^9\) or incorporating priors on the curve geometry, built using a database of ground truth spinolaminar junction curves. Another issue to be addressed in future work is automation of the user click point, so that the technique is fully automatic. While it would be possible to use active shape models that include a point on the spinolaminar junction as part of a vertebra segmentation approach as done in,\(^1^5\) doing so adds complexity to the shape model. In addition, current cervical spine vertebrae segmentation approaches\(^5^,^6\) that have appeared in the literature are limited to segmentation of the C3 to C7 vertebrae, given the difficulty of robustly building (and segmenting) C1 and C2 vertebrae given lack of contrast in radiographic images. While this paper assumes corners of the C1 and C2 vertebral bodies are available to build the ROIs, it may be possible to extrapolate the detected curve on C3 to C7 for ROI generation, for images where the vertebral corners are unavailable for C1 and C2. However this is left for future work.

Finally, we are interested in how alignment curves such as the spinolaminar junction curve can assist in human interpretation of the image. Overlaying the spinolaminar junction curve directly on the image may assist the clinical reader in assessing the overall alignment of this part of the spine. However degree to which the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSD</th>
<th>NCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean MHD</td>
<td>2.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min MHD</td>
<td>0.55 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max MHD</td>
<td>4.5 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Quantitative results showing the MHD when using the SSD and NCC.

spinalaminar junction curve overlay is helpful must be established through an observer study.
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